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Abstract
Joyal and Street note in their paper on braided monoidal categories [10]
that the 2–category V–Cat of categories enriched over a braided monoidal
category V is not itself braided in any way that is based upon the braiding
of V. What is meant by “based upon” here will be made more clear in the
present paper. The exception that they mention is the case in which V is
symmetric, which leads to V–Cat being symmetric as well. The symmetry
in V–Cat is based upon the symmetry of V. The motivation behind this
paper is in part to describe how these facts relating V and V–Cat are
in turn related to a categorical analogue of topological delooping first
mentioned by Baez and Dolan in [1]. To do so I need to pass to a more
general setting than braided and symmetric categories – in fact the k–fold
monoidal categories of Balteanu et al in [3]. It seems that the analogy of
loop spaces is a good guide for how to define the concept of enrichment over
various types of monoidal objects, including k–fold monoidal categories
and their higher dimensional counterparts. The main result is that for V
a k–fold monoidal category, V–Cat becomes a (k − 1)–fold monoidal 2–
category in a canonical way. I indicate how this process may be iterated by
enriching over V–Cat, along the way defining the 3–category of categories
enriched over V–Cat. In the next paper I hope to make precise the n–
dimensional case and to show how the group completion of the nerve of V
is related to the loop space of the group completion of the nerve of V–Cat.
1
1 Introduction
A major goal of higher dimensional category theory is to discover ways of ex-
ploiting the connections between homotopy coherence and categorical coherence.
Stasheff [16] and MacLane [14] showed that monoidal categories are precisely
analogous to 1–fold loop spaces. There is a similar connection between sym-
metric monoidal categories and infinite loop spaces. The first step in filling in
the gap between 1 and infinity was made in [8] where it is shown that the group
completion of the nerve of a braided monoidal category is a 2–fold loop space.
In [3] the authors finished this process by, in their words, “pursuing an analogy
to the tautology that an n–fold loop space is a loop space in the category of
(n−1)–fold loop spaces.” The first thing they focus on is the fact that a braided
category is a special case of a carefully defined 2–fold monoidal category. Based
on their observation of the correspondence between loop spaces and monoidal
categories, they iteratively define the notion of n–fold monoidal category as
a monoid in the category of (n − 1)–fold monoidal categories. In their view
“monoidal” functors should be defined in a more “lax” way than is usual in
order to avoid strict commutativity of 2–fold and higher monoidal categories.
In [3] a symmetric category is seen as a category that is n–fold monoidal for all
n.
The main result in [3] is that their definition of iterated monoidal categories
exactly corresponds to n–fold loop spaces for all n. They show that the group
completion of the nerve of an n–fold monoidal category is an n–fold loop space.
Then they describe an operad in the category of small categories which param-
eterizes the algebraic structure of an iterated monoidal category. They show
that the nerve of this categorical operad is a topological operad which is equiv-
alent to the little n–cubes operad. This latter operad, as shown in [5] and [15],
characterizes the notion of n–fold loop space. Thus the main result in [3] is a
categorical characterization of n–fold loop spaces.
The present paper pursues the hints of a categorical delooping that are
suggested by the facts that for a symmetric category, the 2–category of categories
enriched over it is again symmetric, while for a braided category the 2–category
of categories enriched over it is merely monoidal. Section 1 reviews enrichment
and Section 2 investigates just what obstacles arise when defining a product
based on a braiding and attempting to define further a braiding of that derived
product. Section 3 goes over the recursive definition of the k–fold monoidal
categories of [3], altered here to include a coherent associator. The immediate
question is whether the delooping phenomenon happens in general for these
k–fold monoidal categories. The answer is yes, once enriching over a k–fold
monoidal category is carefully defined in Section 4. The definition also provides
for iterated delooping, and all the information included in the axioms for the k–
fold category is exhausted in the process, as described in Section 5. It seems that
passing to the category of enriched categories basically reduces the number of
products so that for V a k–fold monoidal n–category, V–Cat becomes a (k− 1)–
fold monoidal (n + 1)–category. This picture was anticipated by Baez and
Dolan [1] in the context where the k–fold monoidal n–category is specifically a
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(weak) (n + k)–category with only one object, one 1–cell, etc. up to only one
k–cell. The construction of a k–fold monoidal n–category here is a bit different,
from the bottom up as it were. The next question is whether and how the
two constructions overlap. Since the enriched category construction gives strict
n–categories, it seems to be a special case of what they expect to be true in
general.
In [17] Street defines the nerve of a strict n-category. Recently Duskin in
[6] has worked out the description of the nerve of a bicategory. This allows
us to ask whether these nerves will prove to be the logical link to loop spaces
for higher dimensional iterated monoidal categories. The most basic statement
should be that the loop space of the group completion of the nerve of V–Cat
is precisely the group completion of the nerve of V . I will give examples that
indicate that this is not necessarily the case, and hopefully more elucidation of
the question as well, in further work.
I have organized the paper so that sections can largely stand alone, so please
skip them when able, and forgive redundancy when it occurs.
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2 Review of Categories Enriched Over a Monoidal
Category
In this section I briefly review the definition of a category enriched over a
monoidal category V . Enriched functors and enriched natural transformations
make the collection of enriched categories into a 2-category V-Cat. This section
is not meant to be complete. It is included due to, and its contents determined
by, how often the definitions herein are referred to and followed as models in
the rest of the paper. The definitions and proofs can be found in more or less
detail in [11] and [7] and of course in [13].
Definition 1 For our purposes a monoidal category is a category V together
with a functor ⊗ : V × V → V and an object I such that
1. ⊗ is associative up to the coherent natural transformations α. The coher-
ence axiom is given by the commuting pentagon
((U ⊗ V )⊗W )⊗X
αUV W⊗1X //
α(U⊗V )WX
~~ ~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
(U ⊗ (V ⊗W ))⊗X
αU(V⊗W )X
  @
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@
(U ⊗ V )⊗ (W ⊗X)
αUV (W⊗X)
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
U ⊗ ((V ⊗W )⊗X)
1U⊗αV WX
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
U ⊗ (V ⊗ (W ⊗X))
2. I is a strict 2-sided unit for ⊗.
Definition 2 A (small) V –Category A is a set |A| of objects, a hom-object
A(A,B) ∈ |V| for each pair of objects of A, a family of composition morphisms
MABC : A(B,C) ⊗A(A,B)→ A(A,C) for each triple of objects, and an iden-
tity element jA : I → A(A,A) for each object. The composition morphisms
are subject to the associativity axiom which states that the following pentagon
commutes
(A(C,D) ⊗A(B,C)) ⊗A(A,B)
α //
M⊗1uukkk
kkk
kkk
kkk
kk
A(C,D) ⊗ (A(B,C) ⊗A(A,B))
1⊗M
))SS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
A(B,D)⊗A(A,B)
M
,,XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XX
A(C,D)⊗A(A,C)
M
rrffffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
f
A(A,D))
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and to the unit axioms which state that both the triangles in the following
diagram commute
I ⊗A(A,B)
=
**TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
T
jB⊗1

A(A,B) ⊗ I
1⊗jA

=
ttjjjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
A(A,B)
A(B,B) ⊗A(A,B)
MABB
44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
A(A,B) ⊗A(A,A)
MAAB
jjTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
In general a V–category is directly analogous to an (ordinary) category en-
riched over Set – if V = Set then these diagrams are the usual category axioms.
Basically, composition of morphisms is replaced by tensoring and the resulting
diagrams are required to commute. The next two definitions exhibit this prin-
ciple and are important since they give us the setting in which to construct a
category of V–categories.
Definition 3 For V–categories A and B, a V–functor T : A → B is a function
T : |A| → |B| and a family of morphisms TAB : A(A,B) → B(TA, TB) in V
indexed by pairs A,B ∈ |A|. The usual rules for a functor that state T (f ◦
g) = Tf ◦ Tg and T 1A = 1TA become in the enriched setting, respectively, the
commuting diagrams
A(B,C) ⊗A(A,B)
M //
T⊗T

A(A,C)
T

B(TB, TC)⊗ B(TA, TB)
M // B(TA, TC)
and
A(A,A)
TAA

I
jA
66mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
jTA ((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
Q
B(TA, TA).
V–functors can be composed to form a category called V–Cat. We will show that
this category is actually enriched over Cat, the category of (small) categories
with cartesian product.
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Definition 4 For V–functors T, S : A → B a V–natural transformation α :
T → S : A → B is an |A|–indexed family of morphisms αA : I → B(TA, SA)
satisfying the V–naturality condition expressed by the commutativity of
I ⊗A(A,B)
αB⊗TAB // B(TB, SB)⊗ B(TA, TB)
M
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
A(A,B)
=
88ppppppppppp
=
&&NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
B(TA, SB)
A(A,B)⊗ I
SAB⊗αA
// B(SA, SB)⊗ B(TA, SA)
M
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
For two V–functors T, S to be equal is to say TA = SA for all A and for
the V–natural isomorphism α between them to have components αA = jTA.
This latter implies equality of the hom–object morphisms: TAB = SAB for all
pairs of objects. The implication is seen by combining the second diagram in
Definition 2 with all the diagrams in Definitions 3 and 4.
We want to check that V–natural transformations can be composed so that
V–categories, V–functors and V–natural transformations form a 2–category.
First the vertical composite of V–natural transformations corresponding to the
picture
α

A
T

S
//
R
BB
β

B
has components given by (β ◦ α)A = I ∼= I ⊗ I
βA⊗αA

B(SA,RA)⊗ B(TA, SA)
M

B(TA,RA)
The reader should check that this composition produces a valid V–natural
transformation and that the composition is associative, by using the pentagonal
axioms above. The identity 2-cells are the identity V-natural transformations
1Q : Q → Q : B → C. These are formed from the unit morphisms in V :
(1Q)B = jQB. That this is truly an identity for the vertical composition is
easily checked using the second diagram of Definition 2.
In order to define composition of all allowable pasting diagrams in the 2-
category, we need to define the composition described by left and right whisker-
ing diagrams and check for independence of choices of order of composition in
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larger diagrams. The first picture shows a 1-cell (V–functor) following a 2-cell
(V–natural transformation). These are composed to form a new 2-cell as follows
α

A
T
&&
S
88 B
Q // C
is composed to become
Qα

A
QT
&&
QS
88 C
where QT and QS are given by the usual compositions of their set functions
and morphisms in V , andQα has components given by (Qα)A = I
αA

B(TA, SA)
QTA,SA

C(QTA,QSA)
The second picture shows a 2-cell following a 1-cell. These are composed as
follows
α

D
P // A
T
&&
S
88 B
is composed to become
αP

D
TP
&&
SP
88 B
where αP has components given by (αP )D = αPD. Again the reader should
check that the V–naturality of α and the V–functoriality of Q imply that the
two whisker compositions are V–natural. What we have developed here are the
partial functors of the composition morphism implicit in enriching over Cat.
The said composition morphism is a functor of two variables. Since Cat is
symmetric, that the partial functors can be combined to make the functor of two
variables is implied by the commutativity of a diagram that describes the two
ways of combining them (see [7]). The reader should verify the functoriality of
the partial functors, while here we will check that they can be combined. What
needs to be checked is that composing the horizontally adjacent 2–cells (shown
below) is well–defined and gives whiskering in terms of horizontally composing
with an identity 2–cell.
α

β

A
T
&&
S
88 B
R
&&
Q
88 C
First we need the two ways of composing the above cells using whiskers to
be equivalent: β ∗ α = Qα ◦ βT = βS ◦ Rα. In terms of the above definitions,
the following diagram must commute
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I ⊗ I
(βS)A⊗(Rα)A //
(Qα)A⊗(βT )A

C(RSA,QSA)⊗ C(RTA,RSA)
M

C(QTA,QSA)⊗ C(RTA,QTA)
M // C(RTA,QSA)
That this commutes is easily seen since it is just an instance of the diagram in
Definition 4, specifically with the initial entry being B(TA, SA). Associativity of
this composition depends on the vertical associativity and on the V–functoriality
of the 1-cells. Since Cat is symmetric the well–defined nature of the horizontal
composition is sufficient to give us all other pasting schemes such as, for instance,
the exchange identity. This states that, in the following picture , (β2 ∗β1)◦(α2 ∗
α1) = (β2 ◦ α2) ∗ (β1 ◦ α1).
α1

α2

A

//
BB
β1

B

//
BB
β2

C
Secondly we need the whiskering to be compatible with horizontal composi-
tion with identity 2–cells. In other words whiskering a 1–cell Q on the right (or
left) of a 2–cell α : T → S should be the same as horizontally composing 1Q on
the respective side of α. Pictorially for the righthand whiskering:
α

A
T
&&
S
88 B
Q
// C
=
α

1Q

A
T
&&
S
88 B
Q
&&
Q
88 C
To see this equality we need check only one way of composing 1Q ∗ α since we
have shown it to be well defined – i.e. we check that Qα = 1Q ∗α = Qα ◦ 1QT .
This is true immediately from the second half of the second diagram in Definition
2. Now pictorially for the left-hand whiskering:
α

D
P // A
T
&&
S
88 B
=
1P

α

D
P
&&
P
88 A
T
&&
S
88 B
That αP = α ∗ 1P = S1P ◦ αP is seen from the second diagram of Definition 3
for the functor S and the second half of the second diagram in Definition 2.
Having ascertained that we have a 2–category, it is a good time to review
the morphisms between two such things. This will make clear what I mean
later when I discuss things like a 2–functor ⊗(1) : V–Cat ×V–Cat → V–Cat
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or a 2–natural transformation c(1) : (−1 ⊗
(1) −2) → (−2 ⊗
(1) −1). A 2–functor
F : U → V sends objects to objects, 1–cells to 1–cells, and 2–cells to 2–cells and
preserves all the categorical structure. A 2–natural transformation θ : F → G :
U → V is a function that sends each object A ∈ U to a 1–cell θA : FA → GA
in V in such a way that for each 2–cell in U we have that the compositions of
the following diagrams are equal in V
Fα

FA
Ff
((
Fg
66 FB
θB // GB
=
Gα

FA
θA // GA
Gf
((
Gg
66 GB
Furthermore for two 2–natural transformations a modification µ : θ → φ :
F → G : U → V is a function that sends each object A ∈ U to a 2–cell
µA : θA → φA : FA→ GA in such a way that for each 2–cell in U we have that
the compositions of the following diagrams are equal in V
Fα

µB

FA
Ff
((
Fg
66 FB
θB
((
φB
66 GB
=
µA

Gα

FA
θA
((
φA
66 GA
Gf
((
Gg
66 GB
Taking modifications as 3–cells, 2–natural transformations as 2–cells, 2–functors
as 1–cells, and 2–categories as objects gives us a 3–category called 2–Cat.
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3 Categories Enriched over a Braided Monoidal
Category
Definition 5 A braiding for a monoidal category V is a family of natural iso-
morphisms cXY : X ⊗ Y → Y ⊗X such that the following diagrams commute.
They are drawn next to their underlying braids.
1.
(X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z
cXY⊗1vvnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
αXY Z // X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z)
cX(Y⊗Z)
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
(Y ⊗X)⊗ Z
αY XZ
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
(Y ⊗ Z)⊗X
αY ZX
vvnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
Y ⊗ (X ⊗ Z)
1⊗cXZ // Y ⊗ (Z ⊗X)
2.
X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z)
1⊗cY Zvvnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
α
−1
XY Z // (X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z
c(X⊗Y )Z
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
X ⊗ (Z ⊗ Y )
α
−1
XZY
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
Z ⊗ (X ⊗ Y )
α
−1
ZXYvvnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
(X ⊗ Z)⊗ Y
cXZ⊗1// (Z ⊗X)⊗ Y
A braided category is a monoidal category with a chosen braiding.
Joyal and Street proved the coherence theorem for braided categories in [10],
the immediate corollary of which is that in a free braided category generated
by a set of objects, a diagram commutes if and only if all legs having the same
source and target have the same underlying braid.
Definition 6 A symmetry is a braiding such that the following diagram com-
mutes
X ⊗ Y
1 //
cXY
%%K
KK
KK
KK
KK
X ⊗ Y
Y ⊗X
cY X
99sssssssss
In other words c−1XY = cYX . A symmetric category is a monoidal category with
a chosen symmetry.
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If V is braided then we can define additional structure on V–Cat. First there
is an opposite of a V–category which has |Aop| = |A| and Aop(A,A′) = A(A′, A).
The composition morphisms are given by
Aop(A′, A′′)⊗Aop(A,A′)
A(A′′, A′)⊗A(A′, A)
cA(A′′,A′)⊗A(A′ ,A)

A(A′, A)⊗A(A′′, A′)
MAA′A′′

A(A′′, A)
Aop(A,A′′)
It is clear from this that (Aop)op 6= A. The pentagon diagram for the composition
morphisms commutes since the braids underlying its legs are the two sides of the
braid relation, also known as the Yang-Baxter equation. The second structure
is a product for V–Cat, that is, a 2-functor
⊗(1) : V–Cat× V–Cat→ V–Cat.
I will always denote the product(s) in V–Cat with a superscript in parentheses
that corresponds to the level of enrichment of the components of their domain.
The product(s) in V should logically then have a superscript (0) but I have
suppressed this for brevity and to agree with my sources. The product of two V–
categories A and B has
∣
∣A⊗(1) B
∣
∣ = |A|×|B| and (A⊗(1)B)((A,B), (A′, B′)) =
A(A,A′)⊗ B(B,B′).
The unit morphisms for the product V–categories are the composites
I ∼= I ⊗ I
jA⊗jB
// A(A,A)⊗ B(B,B)
The composition morphisms
M(A,B)(A′,B′)(A′′,B′′) : (A⊗
(1)
B)((A′, B′), (A′′, B′′))⊗(A⊗(1)B)((A,B), (A′, B′))→ (A⊗(1)B)((A,B), (A′′, B′′))
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may be given by
(A⊗(1) B)((A′, B′), (A′′, B′′))⊗ (A⊗(1) B)((A,B), (A′, B′))
(A(A′, A′′)⊗ B(B′, B′′))⊗ (A(A,A′)⊗ B(B,B′))
(1⊗α−1)◦α

A(A′, A′′)⊗ ((B(B′, B′′)⊗A(A,A′))⊗ B(B,B′))
1⊗(cB(B′,B′′)A(A,A′)⊗1)

A(A′, A′′)⊗ ((A(A,A′))⊗ B(B′, B′′)) ⊗ B(B,B′))
α−1◦(1⊗α)

(A(A′, A′′)⊗A(A,A′))⊗ (B(B′, B′′)) ⊗ B(B,B′))
MAA′A′′⊗MBB′B′′

(A(A,A′′)⊗ B(B,B′′))
(A⊗(1) B)((A,B), (A′′, B′′))
That (A⊗(1)B)op 6= Aop⊗(1)Bop follows from the following braid inequality:
6 =
Now consider more carefully the morphisms of V that make up the compos-
tion morphism for a product enriched category, especially those that accomplish
the interchange of the interior hom–objects. In the symmetric case, any other
combination of instances of α and c with the same domain and range would
be equal, due to coherence. In the merely braided case, there at first seems to
be a much larger range of available choices. There is a canonical epimorphism
σ : Bn → Sn of the braid group on n strands onto the permutation group.
The permutation given by σ is that given by the strands of the braid on the
n original positions. For instance on a canonical generator of Bn, σi, we have
σ(σi) = (i i+1). Candidates for multiplication would seem to be those defined
using any braid b ∈ B4 such that σ(b) = (23). It is clear that the composition
morphism would be defined as above, with a series of instances of α and c such
that the underlying braid is b, followed in turn by MAA′A′′ ⊗MBB′B′′ in order
to complete the composition. That MAA′A′′ ⊗MBB′B′′ will have the correct
domain on which to operate is guaranteed by the permutation condition on b.
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The unit axioms hold due to the naturality of compositions of α and c and
the unit axioms obeyed by A and B. The remaining things to be checked are
associativity of composition and functoriality of the associator.
For the associativity axiom to hold the following diagram must commute,
where the initial bullet represents
[(A⊗(1)B)((A′′, B′′), (A′′′, B′′′))⊗(A⊗(1)B)((A′, B′), (A′′, B′′))]⊗(A⊗(1)B)((A,B), (A′, B′))
and the last bullet represents [A⊗(1) B]((A,B), (A′′′, B′′′)).
•
α //
M⊗1







•
1⊗M
0
00
00
00
00
00
00
•
M
  B
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
B •
M
~~||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
•
In V let X = A(A,A′), X ′ = A(A′, A′′), X ′′ = A(A′′, A′′′), Y = B(B,B′),
Y ′ = B(B′, B′′) and Y ′′ = B(B′′, B′′′). The exterior of the following expanded
diagram (where I leave out some parentheses for clarity and denote various
composites of α and c by unlabeled arrows) is required to commute.
[X ′′ ⊗ Y ′′ ⊗X ′ ⊗ Y ′]⊗ (X ⊗ Y )
++XXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
ssfffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
ff
[X ′′ ⊗X ′ ⊗ Y ′′ ⊗ Y ′]⊗ (X ⊗ Y )

(X ′′ ⊗ Y ′′)⊗ [X ′ ⊗ Y ′ ⊗X ⊗ Y ]

(X ′′ ⊗X ′)⊗ (Y ′′ ⊗ Y ′)⊗X ⊗ Y

(X ′′ ⊗ Y ′′)⊗ [X ′ ⊗X ⊗ Y ′ ⊗ Y ]

[(X ′′ ⊗X ′)⊗X ]⊗ [(Y ′′ ⊗ Y ′)⊗ Y ]
α⊗α
--[[[[[[[[[
[[[[[[[[[
[[[[[[[[[
[[[[[[[[[
[[[[[[[[
(M⊗1)⊗(M⊗1)

X ′′ ⊗ Y ′′ ⊗ (X ′ ⊗X)⊗ (Y ′ ⊗ Y )

[A(A′, A′′′)⊗X ]⊗ [B(B′, B′′′)⊗ Y ]
M⊗M

[X ′′ ⊗ (X ′ ⊗X)]⊗ [Y ′′ ⊗ (Y ′ ⊗ Y )]
(1⊗M)⊗(1⊗M)

A(A,A′′′)⊗ B(B,B′′′) [X ′′ ⊗A(A,A′′)]⊗ [Y ′′ ⊗ B(B,B′′)]
M⊗M
oo
The bottom region commutes by the associativity axioms for A and B.
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We are left needing to show that the underlying braids are equal for the two
legs of the upper region. Again these basic nodes must be present regardless
of the choice of braid by which the composition morphism is defined. Notice
that the right and left legs have the following underlying braids in B6 for some
examples of various choices of b in B4. We call the two derived braids in B6 Lb
and Rb respectively. Lb is algorithmically described as a copy of b on the first
4 strands followed by a copy of b on the 4 “strands” that result from pairing as
the edges of two ribbons strands 1 and 2, and strands 3 and 4, along with the
remaining two strands 5 and 6. Rb is similarly described, but the initial copy
of b is on the last 4 strands, and the ribbon edge pairing is on the pairs 4,5
and 5,6. The first example for b is the one used in the original definition given
above.
b(1) = Associativity follows from: =
b(2) = Associativity does not follow since: 6=
b(3) = Associativity follows from: =
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b(4) = Associativity does not follow since: 6=
Before turning to check on functoriality of the associator, we note that
b(3) is the braid underlying the composition morphism of the product cate-
gory (Aop)op ⊗(1) B where the product is defined using b(1). This provides the
hint that the two derived braids in B6 that we are comparing above are equal
because of the fact that the opposite of a V–category is a valid V–category.
In fact we can describe sufficient conditions for Lb to be equivalent to Rb by
describing the braids b that underlie the composition morphism of a product
category given generally by (((Aop)...op ⊗(1) (Bop)...op)op)...op where the num-
ber of op exponents is arbitrary in each position. Those braids are alternately
described as lying in Hσ2K ⊂ B4 where H is the cyclic subgroup generated
by the braid σ2σ1σ3σ2 and K is the subgroup generated by the two generators
{σ1, σ3}. The latter subgroup K is isomorphic to Z × Z. The first coordinate
corresponds to the number of op exponents on A and the second component to
the number of op exponents on B. The power of the element of H corresponds to
the number of op exponents on the product of the two enriched categories, that
is, the number of op exponents outside the parentheses. That b ∈ Hσ2K implies
Lb = Rb follows from the fact that the composition morphisms belonging to the
opposite of a V–category obey the pentagon axiom. An exercise of some value is
to check consistency of the definitions by constructing an inductive proof of the
implication based on braid group generators. This is not a necessary condition,
but it may be when the additional requirement that σ(b) = (23) is added. More
work needs to be done to determine the necessary conditions and to study the
structure and properties of the braids that meet these conditions.
Functoriality of the associator is necessary because here we need a 2–natural
transformation α(1). This means we have a family of V–functors indexed by
triples of V–categories. On objects α
(1)
ABC((A,B), C) = (A, (B,C)). In order to
guarantee that α(1) obey the coherence pentagon for hom–object morphisms,
we define it to be based upon α in V . This means precisely that:
α
(1)
ABC((A,B),C)((A′ ,B′),C′)
: [(A⊗(1)B)⊗(1)C](((A,B), C)((A′, B′), C′))→ [A⊗(1)(B⊗(1)C)]((A, (B,C))(A′, (B′, C′)))
is equal to
αA(A,A′)B(B,B′)C(C,C′) : (A(A,A
′)⊗B(B,B′))⊗C(C,C′)→ A(A,A′)⊗(B(B,B′)⊗C(C,C′)).
This definition guarantees that the α(1) pentagons for objects and for hom–
objects commute: the first trivially and the second by the fact that the α
pentagon commutes in V . We must also check for V–functoriality. The unit
axioms are trivial – we consider the more interesting associativity of hom–object
morphisms property. The following diagram must commute, where the first
bullet represents
[(A⊗(1)B)⊗(1)C](((A′, B′), C′), ((A′′, B′′), C′′))⊗[(A⊗(1)B)⊗(1)C](((A,B), C), ((A′, B′), C′))
and the last bullet represents
[A⊗(1) (B ⊗(1) C)]((A, (B,C)), (A′′, (B′′, C′′))).
•
M //
α(1)⊗α(1)

•
α(1)

•
M
// •
In V let X = A(A′, A′′), Y = B(B′, B′′), Z = C(C′, C′′), X ′ = A(A,A′),
Y ′ = B(B,B′) and Z ′ = C(C,C′) Then expanding the above diagram (where I
leave out some parentheses for clarity and denote various composites of α and
c by unlabeled arrows) we have
(X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z ⊗ (X ′ ⊗ Y ′)⊗ Z ′
++XXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
ssfffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
ff
X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z)⊗X ′ ⊗ (Y ′ ⊗ Z ′)

(X ⊗ Y )⊗ (X ′ ⊗ Y ′)⊗ Z ⊗ Z ′

X ⊗X ′ ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z)⊗ (Y ′ ⊗ Z ′)

[X ⊗ Y ⊗X ′ ⊗ Y ′]⊗ (Z ⊗ Z ′)

(X ⊗X ′)⊗ [Y ⊗ Z ⊗ Y ′ ⊗ Z ′]

[(X ⊗X ′)⊗ (Y ⊗ Y ′)]⊗ (Z ⊗ Z ′)
α
qqcccccccccc
ccccccccc
ccccccccc
ccccccccc
ccccccc
(M⊗M)⊗M

(X ⊗X ′)⊗ [(Y ⊗ Y ′)⊗ (Z ⊗ Z ′)]
M⊗(M⊗M)
++XXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
[A(A,A′′)⊗ B(B,B′′)]⊗ C(C,C′′)
α
ssfffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
ff
A(A,A′′)⊗ [B(B,B′′)⊗ C(C,C′′)]
The bottom quadrilateral commutes by naturality of α. The top region
must then commute for the diagram to commute. These basic nodes must be
present regardless of the choice of braid by which the composition morphism is
defined. Notice that the right and left legs have the following underlying braids
for some examples of various choices of b. The first is the one used in the original
definition given above.
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b(1) = Functoriality follows from: =
b(2) = Functoriality follows from: =
17
b(3) = Functoriality does not follow since: 6=
b(4) = Functoriality does not follow since: 6=
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A comparison with the previous examples is of interest. Braids (2) and (3)
are 180 degree rotations of each other. Notice that the second braid in the set
of functoriality examples leads to an equality that is actually the same as for
the third braid in the set of associativity examples. To see this the page must
be rotated by 180 degrees. Similarly, the inequality preventing braid (2) from
being associative is the 180 degree rotation of the inequality preventing braid
(3) from being functorial. Braid (1) is its own 180 degree rotation, and the
two braids proving it to be the underlying braid of an associative composition
morphism are the same two that show it to underlie a functorial associator .
Braid (4) is its own 180 degree rotation, and the two braids preventing it from
being associative are the same two that obstruct it from being functorial. Thus
there is a certain kind of duality between the requirements of associativity of
the enriched composition and the functoriality of the associator. My conjecture
is that there are no other braids underlying the composition of a product of
enriched categories besides the braid (1) above (and its inverse) that fulfill both
obligations. If we were considering a strictly associative monoidal category V
then the condition of a functorial associator would become a condition of a well
defined composition morphism. I think that including the coherent associator is
more enlightening. This area certainly merits more scrutiny. It may be that as
the categorical delooping is more completely understood, information may flow
the other way and we will learn new things about the braid group, such as an
answer to the conjecture. For now though these observations serve to highlight
how the k–fold monoidal case is more suited to delooping than the braided case.
Notice that in the symmetric case the axioms of enriched categories for
A ⊗(1) B and the existence of a coherent 2-natural transformation follow from
the coherence of symmetric categories and the enriched axioms for A and B.
The unit V–category I has only one object 0 and I(0, 0) = I the unit in
V . Thus we have that, using the multiplication defined with braid (1), V–Cat
is a monoidal 2–category. It remains to consider just why it is that V–Cat is
braided if and only if V is symmetric, and if so, then V–Cat is symmetric as
well. A braiding c(1) on V–Cat would be a 2–natural transformation c
(1)
AB is a
V–functor A⊗B → B ⊗A. Of course c
(1)
AB((A,B)) = (B,A). Now to be precise
we define c(1) to be based upon c to mean that
c
(1)
AB(A,B)(A′ ,B′)
: (A⊗(1) B)((A,B), (A′, B′))→ (B ⊗(1) A)((B,A), (B′, A′))
is exactly equal to
cA(A,A′)B(B,B′) : A(A,A
′)⊗ B(B,B′)→ B(B,B′)⊗A(A,A′)
This must be checked for V–functoriality.
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Again the unit axioms are trivial and we consider the more interesting as-
sociativity of hom–object morphisms property. The following diagram must
commute
(A⊗(1) B)((A′, B′), (A′′, B′′))⊗ (A⊗(1) B)((A,B), (A′, B′))
M //
c(1)⊗c(1)

(A⊗(1) B)((A,B), (A′′, B′′))
c(1)

(B ⊗(1) A)((B′, A′), (B′′, A′′))⊗ (B ⊗(1) A)((B,A), (B′, A′))
M // (B ⊗(1) A)((B,A), (B′′, A′′))
Let X = A(A′, A′′), Y = B(B′, B′′), Z = A(A,A′) and W = B(B,B′) Then
expanding the above diagram using the composition defined as above (denoting
various composites of α by unlabeled arrows) we have
(X ⊗ Y )⊗ (Z ⊗W )
**UUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
U
cXY ⊗cZW
jjj
jjj
ttjjjj
jj
(Y ⊗X)⊗ (W ⊗ Z)

X ⊗ ((Y ⊗ Z)⊗W )
1⊗(cY Z⊗1)

Y ⊗ ((X ⊗W )⊗ Z)
1⊗(cXW⊗1)

X ⊗ ((Z ⊗ Y )⊗W )

Y ⊗ ((W ⊗X)⊗ Z)

(X ⊗ Z)⊗ (Y ⊗W )
c(X⊗Z)(Y⊗W )
dddddd
dddddd
rrddddddd
ddddd
MAA′A′′⊗MBB′B′′

(Y ⊗W )⊗ (X ⊗ Z)
MBB′B′′⊗MAA′A′′
TTTT
TT
**TTT
TTT
A(A,A′′)⊗ B(B,B′′)
c
ttiiii
iiii
iiii
iiii
B(B,B′′)⊗A(A,A′′)
The bottom quadrilateral commutes by naturality of c. The top region must
then commute for the diagram to commute, but the left and right legs have the
following underlying braids
6=
Thus neither braid (1) nor its inverse can give a monoidal structure with a
braiding based on the original braiding, In fact, it is easy to show that composi-
tion morphisms for product enriched categories with any underlying braid x will
fail to produce a braiding in V–Cat. Notice that in the above braid inequality
each side of the inequality consists of the braid that underlies the definition of
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the composition morphism, in this case b(1), and an additional braid that un-
derlies the segment of the preceding diagram that corresponds to a composite
of c(1). In terms of braid generators the left side of the braid inequality begins
with σ1σ3 corresponding to cXY ⊗ cZW and the right side of the braid inequal-
ity ends with σ2σ1σ3σ2 corresponding to c(X⊗Z)(Y⊗W ). Since the same braid x
must end the left side as begins the right side, then for the diagram to commute
we require xσ1σ3 = σ2σ1σ3σ2x. This implies σ1σ3 = x
−1σ2σ1σ3σ2x, but for
this equality to hold, x must contain as a factor σ−12 . We see that for every
factor of σ−12 in x, there is of course a factor of σ2 in x
−1, and so the equality
σ1σ3 = x
−1σ2σ1σ3σ2x can never hold due to the inability of the right side to
reduce away its factors of σ2 in route to becoming the left side.
It is also interesting to note that the braid inequality above is the 180 degree
rotation of the one which implies that (A ⊗(1) B)op 6= Aop ⊗(1) Bop. Thus the
proof also implies that the latter inequality holds for product enriched categories
with any braid x underlying their composition morphisms.
It is quickly seen that if c is a symmetry then in the second half of the braid
inequality the upper portion of the braid consists of cY Z and cZY = c
−1
Y Z so in
fact equality holds. In that case then the derived braiding c(1) is a symmetry
simply due to the definition.
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4 k-fold Monoidal Categories
In this section I closely follow the authors of [3] in defining a notion of iter-
ated monoidal category. For those readers familiar with that source, note that
I vary from their definition only by including associativity up to natural coher-
ent isomorphisms. This includes changing the basic picture from monoids to
something that is a monoid only up to a monoidal natural transformation. We
(and in this section “we” is not merely imperial, since so much is directly from
[3]) start by defining a slightly nonstandard variant of monoidal functor. It is
usually required in a definition of monoidal functor that η be an isomorphism.
The authors of [3] note that it is crucial not to make this requirement.
Definition 7 A monoidal functor (F, η) : C → D between monoidal categories
consists of a functor F such that F (I) = I together with a natural transformation
ηAB : F (A) ⊗ F (B)→ F (A⊗B),
which satisfies the following conditions
1. Internal Associativity: The following diagram commutes
(F (A)⊗ F (B)) ⊗ F (C)
ηAB⊗1F (C) //
α

F (A⊗B)⊗ F (C)
η(A⊗B)C

F (A)⊗ (F (B) ⊗ F (C))
1F (A)⊗ηBC

F ((A⊗B)⊗ C)
Fα

F (A)⊗ F (B ⊗ C)
ηA(B⊗C) // F (A⊗ (B ⊗ C))
2. Internal Unit Conditions: ηAI = ηIA = 1F (A).
Given two monoidal functors (F, η) : C → D and (G, ζ) : D → E , we define their
composite to be the monoidal functor (GF, ξ) : C → E , where ξ denotes the
composite
GF (A)⊗GF (B)
ζF (A)F (B) // G
(
F (A) ⊗ F (B)
) G(ηAB) // GF (A ⊗B).
It is easy to verify that ξ satisfies the internal associativity condition above by
subdividing the necessary commuting diagram into two regions that commute
by the axioms for η and ζ respectively and two that commute due to their natu-
rality. MonCat is the monoidal category of monoidal categories and monoidal
functors, with the usual Cartesian product as in Cat.
A monoidal natural transformation θ : (F, η) → (G, ζ) : D → E is a natural
transformation θ : F → G between the underlying ordinary functors of F and
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G such that the following diagram commutes
F (A) ⊗ F (B)
η
//
θA⊗θB

F (A⊗B)
θA⊗B

G(A) ⊗G(B)
ζ // G(A⊗B)
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Definition 8 For our purposes a 2-fold monoidal category is a tensor object in
MonCat. This means that we are given a monoidal category (V ,⊗1, α
1, I) and
a monoidal functor (⊗2, η) : V × V → V which satisfies
1. External Associativity: the following diagram describes a monoidal natural
transformation α2 in MonCat.
V × V × V
(⊗2,η)×1V //
1V×(⊗2,η)

V × V
(⊗2,η)
α
2
qy lll
lll
lll
lll
ll
lll
lll
lll
lll
ll
V × V
(⊗2,η)
// V
2. External Unit Conditions: the following diagram commutes in MonCat
V × I
⊆ //
∼=
9
99
99
99
99
99
99
9 V × V
(⊗2,η)

I × V
⊇oo
∼=







V
3. Coherence: The underlying natural transformation α2 satisfies the usual
coherence pentagon.
Explicitly this means that we are given a second associative binary operation
⊗2 : V×V → V , for which I is also a two-sided unit. We are also given a natural
transformation
ηABCD : (A⊗2 B)⊗1 (C ⊗2 D)→ (A⊗1 C)⊗2 (B ⊗1 D).
The internal unit conditions give ηABII = ηIIAB = 1A⊗2B, while the exter-
nal unit conditions give ηAIBI = ηIAIB = 1A⊗1B. The internal associativity
condition gives the commutative diagram
((U ⊗2 V )⊗1 (W ⊗2 X))⊗1 (Y ⊗2 Z)
ηUV WX⊗11Y⊗2Z //
α1

(
(U ⊗1 W )⊗2 (V ⊗1 X)
)
⊗1 (Y ⊗2 Z)
η(U⊗1W )(V⊗1X)Y Z

(U ⊗2 V )⊗1 ((W ⊗2 X)⊗1 (Y ⊗2 Z))
1U⊗2V ⊗1ηWXY Z

((U ⊗1 W )⊗1 Y )⊗2 ((V ⊗1 X)⊗1 Z)
α1⊗2α
1

(U ⊗2 V )⊗1
(
(W ⊗1 Y )⊗2 (X ⊗1 Z)
) ηUV (W⊗1Y )(X⊗1Z) // (U ⊗1 (W ⊗1 Y ))⊗2 (V ⊗1 (X ⊗1 Z))
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The external associativity condition gives the commutative diagram
((U ⊗2 V )⊗2 W )⊗1 ((X ⊗2 Y )⊗2 Z)
η(U⊗2V )W (X⊗2Y )Z //
α2⊗1α
2

(
(U ⊗2 V )⊗1 (X ⊗2 Y )
)
⊗2 (W ⊗1 Z)
ηUV XY ⊗21W⊗1Z

(U ⊗2 (V ⊗2 W ))⊗1 (X ⊗2 (Y ⊗2 Z))
ηU(V⊗2W )X(Y⊗2Z)

((U ⊗1 X)⊗2 (V ⊗1 Y ))⊗2 (W ⊗1 Z)
α2

(U ⊗1 X)⊗2
(
(V ⊗2 W )⊗1 (Y ⊗2 Z)
) 1U⊗1X⊗2ηV WY Z // (U ⊗1 X)⊗2 ((V ⊗1 Y )⊗2 (W ⊗1 Z))
The authors of [3] remark that we have natural transformations
ηAIIB : A⊗1 B → A⊗2 B and ηIABI : A⊗1 B → B ⊗2 A.
If they had insisted a 2-fold monoidal category be a tensor object in the category
of monoidal categories and strictly monoidal functors, this would be equivalent
to requiring that η = 1. In view of the above, they note that this would imply
A⊗1 B = A⊗2 B = B ⊗1 A and similarly for morphisms.
Joyal and Street [10] considered a similar concept to Balteanu, Fiedorow-
icz, Schwa¨nzl and Vogt’s idea of 2–fold monoidal category. The former pair
required the natural transformation ηABCD to be an isomorphism and showed
that the resulting category is naturally equivalent to a braided monoidal cat-
egory. As explained in [3], given such a category one obtains an equivalent
braided monoidal category by discarding one of the two operations, say ⊗2, and
defining the commutativity isomorphism for the remaining operation ⊗1 to be
the composite
A⊗1 B
ηIABI // B ⊗2 A
η
−1
BIIA // B ⊗1 A.
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Just as in [3] we now define a 2–fold monoidal functor between 2–fold
monoidal categories F : V → D. It is a functor together with two natural
transformations:
λ1AB : F (A)⊗1 F (B)→ F (A⊗1 B)
λ2AB : F (A)⊗2 F (B)→ F (A⊗2 B)
satisfying the same associativity and unit conditions as in the case of monoidal
functors. In addition we require that the following hexagonal interchange dia-
gram commutes:
(F (A)⊗2 F (B)) ⊗1 (F (C) ⊗2 F (D))
ηF (A)F (B)F (C)F (D) //
λ2AB⊗1λ
2
CD

(F (A)⊗1 F (C))⊗2 (F (B) ⊗1 F (D))
λ1AC⊗2λ
1
BD

F (A⊗2 B)⊗1 F (C ⊗2 D)
λ1(A⊗2B)(C⊗2D)

F (A⊗1 C)⊗2 F (B ⊗1 D)
λ2(A⊗1C)(B⊗1D)

F ((A⊗2 B)⊗1 (C ⊗2 D))
F (ηABCD) // F ((A⊗1 C)⊗2 (B ⊗1 D))
We can now define the category 2−MonCat of 2-fold monoidal categories
and 2-fold monoidal functors, and then define a 3-fold monoidal category as a
tensor object in 2−MonCat. From this point on, the iteration of this idea is
straightforward and, paralleling the authors of [3], we arrive at the following
definitions.
Definition 9 An n-fold monoidal category is a category V with the following
structure.
1. There are n distinct multiplications
⊗1,⊗2, . . . ,⊗n : V × V → V
for each of which the associativity pentagon commutes
((U ⊗i V )⊗iW )⊗i X
αiUV W⊗i1X //
αi(U⊗iV )WX
}}||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
|
(U ⊗i (V ⊗i W ))⊗i X
αiU(V⊗iW )X
!!B
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
(U ⊗i V )⊗i (W ⊗i X)
αiUV (W⊗iX)
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
Q
U ⊗i ((V ⊗i W )⊗i X)
1U⊗iα
i
V WX
vvmmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
U ⊗i (V ⊗i (W ⊗i X))
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V has an object I which is a strict unit for all the multiplications.
2. For each pair (i, j) such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n there is a natural transforma-
tion
η
ij
ABCD : (A⊗j B)⊗i (C ⊗j D)→ (A⊗i C)⊗j (B ⊗i D).
These natural transformations ηij are subject to the following conditions:
(a) Internal unit condition: ηijABII = η
ij
IIAB = 1A⊗jB
(b) External unit condition: ηijAIBI = η
ij
IAIB = 1A⊗iB
(c) Internal associativity condition: The following diagram commutes
((U ⊗j V )⊗i (W ⊗j X))⊗i (Y ⊗j Z)
η
ij
UV WX
⊗i1Y⊗jZ //
αi

(
(U ⊗i W )⊗j (V ⊗i X)
)
⊗i (Y ⊗j Z)
η
ij
(U⊗iW )(V⊗iX)Y Z

(U ⊗j V )⊗i ((W ⊗j X)⊗i (Y ⊗j Z))
1U⊗jV ⊗iη
ij
WXY Z

((U ⊗iW )⊗i Y )⊗j ((V ⊗i X)⊗i Z)
αi⊗jα
i

(U ⊗j V )⊗i
(
(W ⊗i Y )⊗j (X ⊗i Z)
) ηijUV (W⊗iY )(X⊗iZ) // (U ⊗i (W ⊗i Y ))⊗j (V ⊗i (X ⊗i Z))
(d) External associativity condition: The following diagram commutes
((U ⊗j V )⊗j W )⊗i ((X ⊗j Y )⊗j Z)
η
ij
(U⊗jV )W (X⊗jY )Z //
αj⊗iα
j

(
(U ⊗j V )⊗i (X ⊗j Y )
)
⊗j (W ⊗i Z)
η
ij
UV XY
⊗j1W⊗iZ

(U ⊗j (V ⊗j W ))⊗i (X ⊗j (Y ⊗j Z))
η
ij
U(V⊗jW )X(Y⊗jZ)

((U ⊗i X)⊗j (V ⊗i Y ))⊗j (W ⊗i Z)
αj

(U ⊗i X)⊗j
(
(V ⊗j W )⊗i (Y ⊗j Z)
) 1U⊗iX⊗jηijV WY Z // (U ⊗i X)⊗j ((V ⊗i Y )⊗j (W ⊗i Z))
(e) Finally it is required for each triple (i, j, k) satisfying 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n
that the giant hexagonal interchange diagram commutes.
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((A ⊗k A
′)⊗j (B ⊗k B
′))⊗i ((C ⊗k C
′)⊗j (D ⊗k D
′))
η
jk
AA′BB′
⊗iη
jk
CC′DD′
ooo
ooo
ooo
o
wwooo
ooo
ooo
o
η
ij
(A⊗kA
′)(B⊗kB
′)(C⊗kC
′)(D⊗kD
′)
OOO
OOO
OOO
O
''OO
OOO
OOO
OO
((A⊗j B)⊗k (A
′ ⊗j B
′))⊗i ((C ⊗j D)⊗k (C
′ ⊗j D
′))
ηik
(A⊗jB)(A
′⊗jB
′)(C⊗jD)(C
′⊗jD
′)

((A ⊗k A
′)⊗i (C ⊗k C
′))⊗j ((B ⊗k B
′)⊗i (D ⊗k D
′))
ηik
AA′CC′
⊗jη
ik
BB′DD′

((A⊗j B)⊗i (C ⊗j D)) ⊗k ((A
′ ⊗j B
′)⊗i (C
′ ⊗j D
′))
η
ij
ABCD
⊗kη
ij
A′B′C′D′
OOO
OOO
OOO
O
''OO
OOO
OOO
OO
((A⊗i C)⊗k (A
′ ⊗i C
′))⊗j ((B ⊗i D)⊗k (B
′ ⊗i D
′))
η
jk
(A⊗iC)(A
′⊗iC
′)(B⊗iD)(B
′⊗iD
′)
ooo
ooo
ooo
o
wwooo
ooo
ooo
o
((A⊗i C)⊗j (B ⊗i D))⊗k ((A
′ ⊗i C
′)⊗j (B
′ ⊗i D
′))
Definition 10 An n–fold monoidal functor (F, λ1, . . . , λn) : C → D between
n–fold monoidal categories consists of a functor F such that F (I) = I together
with natural transformations
λiAB : F (A)⊗i F (B)→ F (A⊗i B) i = 1, 2, . . . , n
satisfying the same associativity and unit conditions as monoidal functors. In
addition the following hexagonal interchange diagram commutes:
(F (A)⊗j F (B)) ⊗i (F (C) ⊗j F (D))
η
ij
F (A)F (B)F (C)F (D) //
λ
j
AB
⊗iλ
j
CD

(F (A)⊗i F (C))⊗j (F (B) ⊗i F (D))
λiAC⊗jλ
i
BD

F (A⊗j B)⊗i F (C ⊗j D)
λi(A⊗jB)(C⊗jD)

F (A⊗i C)⊗j F (B ⊗i D)
λ
j
(A⊗iC)(B⊗iD)

F ((A⊗j B)⊗i (C ⊗j D))
F (ηij
ABCD
)
// F ((A⊗i C)⊗j (B ⊗i D))
Composition of n-fold monoidal functors is defined as for monoidal functors.
The authors of [3] point out that it is necessary to check that an (n+1)–fold
monoidal category is the same thing as a tensor object in n−MonCat, the
category of n–fold monoidal categories and functors. Also as noticed in [3], the
hexagonal interchange diagrams for the (n+1)–st monoidal operation regarded
as an n–fold monoidal functor are what give rise to the giant hexagonal diagrams
involving ⊗i, ⊗j and ⊗n+1.
The authors of [3] note that a symmetric monoidal category is n-fold monoidal
for all n. Just let
⊗1 = ⊗2 = · · · = ⊗n = ⊗
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and define (associators added by myself)
η
ij
ABCD = α
−1 ◦ (1A ⊗ α) ◦ (1A ⊗ (cBC ⊗ 1D)) ◦ (1A ⊗ α
−1) ◦ α
for all i < j.
Again as remarked in [3] Joyal and Street [10] require that the interchange
natural transformations ηijABCD be isomorphisms. The latter pair observed that
for n ≥ 3 the resulting sort of category is equivalent to a symmetric monoidal
category. Thus as Balteanu, Fiedorowicz, Schwa¨nzl and Vogt point out, the
nerves of such categories have group completions which are infinite loop spaces
rather than n–fold loop spaces.
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5 Categories Enriched over a k–fold Monoidal
Category
The correct theory for enriching over a k–fold monoidal category V may depend
somewhat upon the point of view of the theorist. Here we are biased by the
knowledge of research that reveals V to be precisely analogous to a k–fold loop
space, as well as by the observation that forming the category of categories
enriched over V is something akin to delooping especially in the cases of braided
and symmetric monoidal categories. It turns out that if we let ourselves be
guided by that intuition, what works quite well is to simply consider categories
enriched over the monoidal category given by V with ⊗1. Of course the extra
structure of V is very important – precisely when it comes to describing V–Cat.
We are ready to state the initial result.
Theorem 1 For V a k–fold monoidal category V–Cat is a (k−1)–fold monoidal
2-category.
Example 1
We begin by describing the k = 2 case. V is 2–fold monoidal with products
⊗1,⊗2. V–categories (which are the objects of V–Cat) are defined as being
enriched over (V ,⊗1, α
1, I). Here ⊗1 plays the role of the product given by ⊗
in the axioms of section 1. We need to show that V–Cat has a product.
The unit object in V–Cat is the enriched category I where |I| = {0} and
I(0, 0) = I. Of course M000 = 1 = j0. The objects of the tensor A ⊗
(1)
1 B
of two V-categories A and B are simply pairs of objects, that is, elements in
|A| × |B|. The hom–objects in V are given by (A ⊗
(1)
1 B)((A,B), (A
′, B′)) =
A(A,A′) ⊗2 B(B,B
′). The composition morphisms that make A ⊗
(1)
1 B into
a V–category are immediately apparent as generalizations of the braided case.
Recall that we are describingA⊗
(1)
1 B as a category enriched over V with product
⊗1. Thus
M(A,B)(A′,B′)(A′′,B′′) : (A⊗
(1)
1 B)((A
′
, B
′), (A′′, B′′))⊗1(A⊗
(1)
1 B)((A,B), (A
′
, B
′))→ (A⊗
(1)
1 B)((A,B), (A
′′
, B
′′))
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is given by
(A⊗
(1)
1 B)((A
′, B′), (A′′, B′′))⊗1 (A⊗
(1)
1 B)((A,B), (A
′, B′))
(A(A′, A′′)⊗2 B(B
′, B′′))⊗1 (A(A,A
′)⊗2 B(B,B
′))
η1,2

(A(A′, A′′)⊗1 A(A,A
′))⊗2 (B(B
′, B′′)⊗1 B(B,B
′))
MAA′A′′⊗2MBB′B′′

(A(A,A′′)⊗2 B(B,B
′′))
(A⊗
(1)
1 B)((A,B), (A
′′, B′′))
Example 2
Next we describe the k = 3 case. V is 3–fold monoidal with products ⊗1,⊗2 and
⊗3. V–categories are defined as being enriched over (V ,⊗1, α
1, I). Now V–Cat
has two products. The objects of both possible tensors A ⊗
(1)
1 B and A ⊗
(1)
2 B
of two V-categories A and B are elements in |A| × |B|. The hom–objects in V
are given by
(A⊗
(1)
1 B)((A,B), (A
′, B′)) = A(A,A′)⊗2 B(B,B
′)
just as in the previous case, and by
(A⊗
(1)
2 B)((A,B), (A
′, B′)) = A(A,A′)⊗3 B(B,B
′).
The composition that makes (A ⊗
(1)
2 B) into a V–category is analogous to
that for (A⊗
(1)
1 B) but uses η
1,3 as its middle exchange morphism.
Now we need an interchange 2-natural transformation η(1)1,2 for V–Cat. The
family of morphisms η
(1)1,2
ABCD that make up a 2-natural transformation between
the 2–functors ×4V–Cat :→ V–Cat in question is a family of enriched functors.
Their action on objects is to send
((A,B), (C,D)) ∈
∣
∣
∣(A⊗(1)2 B)⊗
(1)
1 (C ⊗
(1)
2 D)
∣
∣
∣ to ((A,C), (B,D)) ∈
∣
∣
∣(A⊗(1)1 C)⊗
(1)
2 (B ⊗
(1)
1 D)
∣
∣
∣ .
The correct construction of the family of hom–object morphisms in V–Cat for
each of these functors is also clear. Noting that
[(A⊗
(1)
2 B)⊗
(1)
1 (C ⊗
(1)
2 D)](((A,B), (C,D)), ((A
′ , B′), (C′, D′)))
= (A⊗
(1)
2 B)((A,B), (A
′, B′))⊗2 (C ⊗
(1)
2 D)((C,D), (C
′, D′))
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= (A(A,A′)⊗3 B(B,B
′))⊗2 (C(C,C
′)⊗3 D(D,D
′))
and similarly
[(A⊗
(1)
1 C)⊗
(1)
2 (B ⊗
(1)
1 D)](((A,C), (B,D)), ((A
′ , C′), (B′, D′)))
= (A(A,A′)⊗2 C(C,C
′))⊗3 (B(B,B
′)⊗2 D(D,D
′))
we make the obvious identification, where by obvious I mean based upon the
corresponding structure in V as described earlier in the discussion of braided V .
Here “based upon” is more freely interpreted as also allowing a shift in index.
Thus we write:
η
(1)1,2
ABCD(ABCD)(A′B′C′D′)
= η2,3
A(A,A′)B(B,B′)C(C,C′)D(D,D′).
Much needs to be verified. Existence and coherence of required natural
transformations, satisfaction of enriched axioms and of k–fold monoidal axioms
all must be checked. These will be dealt with next in a more general setting.
Proof of Theorem 1 As in the examples, V–Cat is made up of categories enriched
over (V ,⊗1, α
1, I). Here we define products ⊗
(1)
1 ...⊗
(1)
k−1 in V–Cat for V k–fold
monoidal. We check that our products do make A ⊗
(1)
2 B into a V–category.
Then we check that V–Cat has the required coherent 2–natural transformations
of associativity and units. We then define interchange 2–natural transformations
η(1)i,j and check that the interchange transformations are 2–natural and obey
all the axioms required of them. It is informative to observe how these axioms
are satisfied based upon the axioms that V itself satisfies. It is here that we
should look carefully for the algebraic reflection of the topological functor Ω.
Again, the unit object in V–Cat is the enriched category I where |I| = {0}
and I(0, 0) = I. For V k–fold monoidal we define the ith product of V–categories
A⊗
(1)
i B to have objects ∈ |A| × |B| and to have hom–objects in V given by
(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′, B′)) = A(A,A′)⊗i+1 B(B,B
′).
Immediately we see that V–Cat is (k − 1)–fold monoidal by definition. The
composition morphisms are
M(A,B)(A′,B′)(A′′,B′′) : (A⊗
(1)
i B)((A
′
, B
′), (A′′, B′′))⊗1(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′
, B
′))→ (A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′′
, B
′′))
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given by
(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A
′, B′), (A′′, B′′))⊗1 (A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′, B′))
(A(A′, A′′)⊗i+1 B(B
′, B′′))⊗1 (A(A,A
′)⊗i+1 B(B,B
′))
η1,i+1

(A(A′, A′′)⊗1 A(A,A
′))⊗i+1 (B(B
′, B”)⊗1 B(B,B
′))
MAA′A′′⊗2MBB′B′′

(A(A,A′′)⊗i+1 B(B,B
′′))
(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′′, B′′))
The identity element is given by j(A,B) = I = I ⊗i+1 I
jA⊗i+1jB

A(A,A)⊗i+1 B(B,B)
(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A,B))
That each product ⊗
(1)
i thus defined is a 2–bi–functor V–Cat × V–Cat→ V–
Cat is seen easily. Its action on enriched functors and natural transformations
is to form formal products using ⊗i+1 of their associated morphisms. That the
result is a valid enriched functor or natural transformation always follows from
the naturality of η.
We first check that A ⊗
(1)
i B is indeed properly enriched over V . Our def-
inition of M must obey the axioms for associativity and respect of the unit.
For associativity the following diagram must commute, where the initial bullet
represents
[(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A
′′, B′′), (A′′′, B′′′))⊗1(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A
′, B′), (A′′, B′′))]⊗1(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′, B′))
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•
α //
M⊗1







•
1⊗M
0
00
00
00
00
00
00
•
M
  B
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
B •
M
~~||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
•
In the expanded diagram letX = A(A,A′),X ′ = A(A′, A′′), X ′′ = A(A′′, A′′′),
Y = B(B,B′), Y ′ = B(B′, B′′) and Y ′′ = B(B′′, B′′′). The exterior of the fol-
lowing expanded diagram is required to commute
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[(X ′′ ⊗i+1 Y
′′)⊗1 (X
′ ⊗i+1 Y
′)]⊗1 (X ⊗i+1 Y ) →
η1,i+1⊗11



















α1
(X ′′ ⊗i+1 Y
′′)⊗1 [(X
′ ⊗i+1 Y
′)⊗1 (X ⊗i+1 Y )]
1⊗1η
1,i+1
:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
[(X ′′ ⊗1 X
′)⊗i+1 (Y
′′ ⊗1 Y
′)]⊗1 (X ⊗i+1 Y )
(M⊗i+1M)⊗1(1⊗i+11)

















η1,i+1
:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
(X ′′ ⊗i+1 Y
′′)⊗1 [(X
′ ⊗1 X)⊗i+1 (Y
′ ⊗1 Y )]
η1,i+1



















(1⊗i+11)⊗1(M⊗i+1M)
3
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
(A(A′, A′′′)⊗i+1 B(B
′, B′′′))⊗1 (X ⊗i+1 Y )
η1,i+1
3
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
[(X ′′ ⊗1 X
′)⊗1 X ]⊗i+1 [(Y
′′ ⊗1 Y
′)⊗1 Y ] →
(M⊗11)⊗i+1(M⊗11)



















α1⊗i+1α
1
[X ′′ ⊗1 (X
′ ⊗1 X)]⊗i+1 [Y
′′ ⊗1 (Y
′ ⊗1 Y )]
(1⊗1M)⊗i+1(1⊗1M)
:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
(X ′′ ⊗i+1 Y
′′)⊗1 (A(A,A
′′)⊗i+1 B(B,B
′′))
η1,i+1

















(A(A′, A′′′)⊗1 X)⊗i+1 (B(B
′, B′′′)⊗1 Y )
M⊗i+1M
$$I
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
I
(X ′′ ⊗1 A(A,A
′′))⊗i+1 (Y
′′ ⊗1 B(B,B
′′))
M⊗i+1M
{{vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
v
A(A,A′′′)⊗i+1 B(B,B
′′′)
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o
f
η
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tiv
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η
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5
For the unit axioms we have the following compact diagram
I ⊗1 (A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′, B′))
=
**UUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UU
j(A′ ,B′)⊗11

(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′, B′))⊗1 I
1⊗1j(A,B)

=
ttiiii
iiii
iiii
iiii
(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′, B′))
(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A
′, B′), (A′, B′))⊗1 (A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′, B′))
M(A,B)(A′ ,B′)(A′,B′)iiiiii
44iiiiii
(A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A
′, B′))⊗1 (A⊗
(1)
i B)((A,B), (A,B))
M(A,B)(A,B)(A′ ,B′)UUUUUU
jjUUUUUU
I expand the left triangle, abbreviating X = A(A,A′), Y = A(A′, A′), Z =
B(B,B′) and W = B(B′, B′). The exterior of the following must commute
I ⊗1 (X ⊗i+1 Z)
=

=
++VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVV
(I ⊗1 X)⊗i+1 (I ⊗1 Z)
=
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
(jA′⊗11)⊗i+1(jB′⊗11)

(I ⊗i+1 I)⊗1 (X ⊗i+1 Z)
(jA′⊗i+1jB′ )⊗1(1⊗i+11)

η
1,i+1
IIXZ
33hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
(X ⊗i+1 Z)
(Y ⊗1 X)⊗i+1 (W ⊗1 Z)
M⊗i+1M
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
(Y ⊗i+1 W )⊗1 (X ⊗i+1 Z)
η
1,i+1
Y WXZ
33hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
The parallelogram commutes by naturality of η, the rightmost triangle by the
unit axioms of the individual V–categories, and the top triangle by the internal
unit condition for η. The right triangle in the axiom is checked similarly.
On a related note, we need to check that I ⊗
(1)
i A = A The object sets
and hom–objects of the two categories in question are clearly equivalent. What
needs to be checked is that the composition morphisms are the same. Note that
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the composition given by
(I ⊗
(1)
i A)((0, A
′), (0, A′′))⊗1 (I ⊗
(1)
i A)((0, A), (0, A
′))
(I ⊗i+1 A(A
′, A′′))⊗1 (I ⊗i+1 A(A,A
′))
η
1,i+1
IA(A′ ,A′′)IA(A,A′)

(I ⊗1 I)⊗i+1 (A(A
′, A′′)⊗1 A(A,A
′))
1⊗i+tMAA′A′′

(I ⊗i+1 A(A,A
′′))
(I ⊗
(1)
i A)((0, A), (0, A
′′))
is equivalent to simply MAA′A′′ by the external unit condition for η.
Associativity in V–Cat must hold for each ⊗
(1)
i . The components of 2–
natural isomorphism
α
(1)i
ABC : (A⊗
(1)
i B)⊗
(1)
i C → A⊗
(1)
i (B ⊗
(1)
i C)
are V–functors that send ((A,B),C) to (A,(B,C)) and whose hom-components
α
(1)i
ABC((A,B),C)((A′ ,B′),C′)
: [(A⊗
(1)
i B)⊗
(1)
i C](((A,B), C), ((A
′
, B
′), C′))→ [A⊗
(1)
i (B⊗
(1)
i C)]((A, (B,C)), (A
′
, (B′, C′)))
are given by
α
(1)i
ABC((A,B),C)((A′ ,B′),C′)
= αi+1
A(A,A′)B(B,B′)C(C,C′).
This guarantees that the 2–natural isomorphism α(1)i is coherent. The commu-
tativity of the pentagon for the objects is trivial, and the commutativity of the
pentagon for the hom–object morphisms follows directly from the commutativ-
ity of the pentagon for αi+1.
In order to be a functor the associator components must satisfy the commu-
tativity of the diagrams in Definition 3.
1.
•
M //
α(1)i⊗α(1)i

•
α(1)i

•
M // •
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2.
•
α(1)i

I
j((A,B),C)
88qqqqqqqqqqqqq
j(A,(B,C))
&&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
MM
•
Expanding the first using the definitions just given we have that the initial
position in the diagram is
[(A⊗
(1)
i B)⊗
(1)
i C](((A
′, B′), C′), ((A′′, B′′), C′′))⊗1[(A⊗
(1)
i B)⊗
(1)
i C](((A,B), C), ((A
′, B′), C′))
= [(A(A′, A′′)⊗i+1B(B
′, B′′))⊗i+1C(C
′, C′′)]⊗1[(A(A,A
′)⊗i+1B(B,B
′))⊗i+1C(C,C
′)]
We let X = A(A′, A′′), Y = B(B′, B′′), Z = C(C′, C′′), X ′ = A(A,A′), Y ′ =
B(B,B′) and Z ′ = C(C,C′). Then expanding the diagram we have, with an
added interior arrow
[(X ⊗i+1 Y )⊗i+1 Z]⊗1 [(X
′ ⊗i+1 Y
′)⊗i+1 Z
′]
η
1,i+1
(X⊗i+1Y )Z(X
′⊗i+1Y
′)Z′
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQ
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
αi+1⊗1αi+1
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
vvmmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
[X ⊗i+1 (Y ⊗i+1 Z)]⊗1 [X
′ ⊗i+1 (Y
′ ⊗i+1 Z
′)]
η
1,i+1
X(Y⊗i+1Z)X
′(Y ′⊗i+1Z
′)

[(X ⊗i+1 Y )⊗1 (X
′ ⊗i+1 Y
′)]⊗i+1 (Z ⊗1 Z
′)
η
1,i+1
XY X′Y ′
⊗i+11Z⊗1Z′

(X ⊗1 X
′)⊗i+1 [(Y ⊗i+1 Z)⊗1 (Y
′ ⊗i+1 Z
′)]
1X⊗1X′⊗i+1η
1,i+1
Y ZY ′Z′

[(X ⊗1 X
′)⊗i+1 (Y ⊗1 Y
′)]⊗i+1 (Z ⊗1 Z
′)
(M⊗i+1M)⊗i+1M

αi+1
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
ffff
ssfffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
ffff
(X ⊗1 X
′)⊗i+1 [(Y ⊗1 Y
′)⊗i+1 (Z ⊗1 Z
′)]
M⊗i+1(M⊗i+1M)
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
Q
(A(A,A′′)⊗i+1 B(B,B
′′))⊗i+1 C(C,C
′′)
αi+1
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
vvmmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
A(A,A′′)⊗i+1 (B(B,B
′′)⊗i+1 C(C,C
′′))
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The lower quadrilateral commutes by naturality of α, and the upper hexagon
commutes by the external associativity of η.
The uppermost position in the expanded version of diagram number (2) is
[(A⊗
(1)
i B)⊗
(1)
i C](((A,B), C), ((A,B), C))
= [(A(A,A) ⊗i+1 B(B,B))⊗i+1 C(C,C)]
The expanded diagram is easily seen to commute by the naturality of α.
The 2–naturality of α(1) is essentially just the naturality of its components,
but I think it ought to be expounded upon. Since the components of α(1)
are V–functors the whisker diagrams for the definition of 2–naturality are de-
fined by the whiskering in V–Cat. Given an arbitrary 2–cell in ×3V–Cat, i.e.
(β, γ, ρ) : (Q,R, S) → (Q′, R′, S′) : (A,B, C) → (A′,B′, C′) the diagrams whose
composition must be equal are:
(β⊗
(1)
i γ)⊗
(1)
i ρ

(A⊗
(1)
i B)⊗
(1)
i C
(Q⊗
(1)
i R)⊗
(1)
i S
((
(Q′⊗
(1)
i R
′)⊗
(1)
i S
′
66
(A′ ⊗
(1)
i B
′)⊗
(1)
i C
′
α
(1)i
A′B′C′ // A′ ⊗
(1)
i (B
′ ⊗
(1)
i C
′)
=
β⊗
(1)
i (γ⊗
(1)
i ρ)

(A⊗
(1)
i B)⊗
(1)
i C
α
(1)i
ABC // A⊗
(1)
i (B ⊗
(1)
i C)
Q⊗
(1)
i (R⊗
(1)
i S)
((
Q′⊗
(1)
i (R
′⊗
(1)
i S
′)
66
A′ ⊗
(1)
i (B
′ ⊗
(1)
i C
′)
This is quickly seen to hold when we translate using the definitions of whiskering
in V–Cat, as follows. The ABCD components of the new 2–cells are given by
the exterior legs of the following diagram. They are equal by naturality of αi+1
and Mac Lane’s coherence theorem.
I
=
++WWWW
WWWW
WWWW
WWWW
WWWW
WWW
=
sshhhhh
hhhh
hhhh
hhhh
hhhh
hh
(I ⊗i+1 I)⊗i+1 I
αi+1 //
(βA⊗i+1γB⊗i+1)ρC

I ⊗i+1 (I ⊗i+1 I)
βA⊗i+1(γB⊗i+1ρC)

(A′(QA,Q′A)⊗i+1 B
′(RB,R′B))⊗i+1 C
′(SC, S′C)
αi+1 // A′(QA,Q′A)⊗i+1 (B′(RB,R′B)⊗i+1 C′(SC, S′C))
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Now we turn to consider the existence and behavior of interchange 2–natural
transformations η(1)ij for j ≥ i + 1. As in the example, we define the com-
ponent morphisms η
(1)i,j
ABCD that make a 2–natural transformation between 2–
functors. Each component must be an enriched functor. Their action on objects
is to send ((A,B), (C,D)) ∈
∣
∣
∣(A⊗(1)j B)⊗
(1)
i (C ⊗
(1)
j D)
∣
∣
∣ to ((A,C), (B,D)) ∈
∣∣
∣(A⊗(1)i C)⊗
(1)
j (B ⊗
(1)
i D)
∣∣
∣. The hom–object morphisms are given by
η
(1)i,j
ABCD(ABCD)(A′B′C′D′)
= ηi+1,j+1
A(A,A′)B(B,B′)C(C,C′)D(D,D′).
For this designation of η(1) to define a valid V–functor, it must obey the
axioms for compatibility with composition and units. We need commutativity
of the following diagram, where the first bullet represents
[(A⊗
(1)
j B)⊗
(1)
i (C⊗
(1)
j D)](((A
′
, B
′), (C′, D′)), ((A′′, B′′), (C′′, D′′)))⊗1[(A⊗
(1)
j B)⊗
(1)
i (C⊗
(1)
j D)](((A,B), (C,D)), ((A
′
, B
′), (C′, D′)))
and the last bullet represents
[(A⊗
(1)
i C)⊗
(1)
j (B ⊗
(1)
i D)](((A,C), (B,D)), ((A
′′
, C
′′), (B′′, D′′))).
•
M //
η(1)i,j⊗1η
(1)i,j

•
η(1)i,j

•
M
// •
If we let X = A(A,A′), Y = B(B,B′), Z = C(C,C′), W = D(D,D′),
X ′ = A(A′, A′′), Y ′ = B(B′, B′′), Z ′ = C(C′, C′′) and W ′ = D(D′, D′′) then
the expanded diagram is as follows. The exterior must commute.
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[(X ′ ⊗j+1 Y
′)⊗i+1 (Z
′ ⊗j+1 W
′)]⊗1 [(X ⊗j+1 Y )⊗i+1 (Z ⊗j+1 W )]
η
1,i+1
(X′⊗j+1Y
′)(Z′⊗j+1W
′)(X⊗j+1Y )(Z⊗j+1W )
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
Oη
i+1,j+1
X′Y ′Z′W ′
⊗1η
i+1,j+1
XY ZW
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
o
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
o
[(X ′ ⊗i+1 Z
′)⊗j+1 (Y
′ ⊗i+1 W
′)]⊗1 [(X ⊗i+1 Z)⊗j+1 (Y ⊗i+1 W )]
η
1,j+1
(X′⊗i+1Z
′)(Y ′⊗i+1W
′)(X⊗i+1Z)(Y⊗i+1W )

[(X ′ ⊗j+1 Y
′)⊗1 (X ⊗j+1 Y )]⊗i+1 [(Z
′ ⊗j+1 W
′)⊗1 (Z ⊗j+1 W )]
η
1,j+1
X′Y ′XY
⊗i+1η
1,j+1
Z′W ′ZW

[(X ′ ⊗i+1 Z
′)⊗1 (X ⊗i+1 Z)]⊗j+1 [(Y
′ ⊗i+1 W
′)⊗1 (Y ⊗i+1 W )]
η
1,i+1
X′Z′XZ
⊗j+1η
1,i+1
Y ′W ′Y W

[(X ′ ⊗1 X)⊗j+1 (Y
′ ⊗1 Y )]⊗i+1 [(Z
′ ⊗1 Z)⊗j+1 (W
′ ⊗1 W )]
[MAA′A′′⊗j+1MBB′B′′ ]⊗i+1[MCC′C′′⊗j+1MDD′D′′ ]

η
i+1,j+1
(X′⊗1X)(Y
′⊗1Y )(Z
′⊗1Z)(W
′⊗1W )
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
ggg
ssggggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gg
[(X ′ ⊗1 X)⊗i+1 (Z
′ ⊗1 Z)]⊗j+1 [(Y
′ ⊗1 Y )⊗i+1 (W
′ ⊗1 W )]
[MAA′A′′⊗i+1MCC′C′′ ]⊗j+1[MBB′B′′⊗i+1MDD′D′′ ]
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OO
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
[A(A,A′′)⊗j+1 B(B,B
′′)]⊗i+1 [C(C,C
′′)⊗j+1 D(D,D
′′)]
η
i+1,j+1
A(A,A′′)B(B,B′′)C(C,C′′)D(D,D′′ )
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
[A(A,A′′)⊗i+1 C(C,C
′′)]⊗j+1 [B(B,B
′′)⊗i+1 D(D,D
′′)]
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1
Again, as in the case of the same question for α(1), the compatibility with
the unit of η(1)i,j follows directly from the naturality of ηi+1,j+1 and the fact
that j[(A,B),(C,D)] = [(jA ⊗j+1 jB)⊗i+1 (jC ⊗j+1 jD)].
Also as in the case of α(1), the 2–naturality of η(1)i,j follows directly from
the naturality of ηi+1,j+1 and the Mac Lane coherence theorem.
Since α(1) and η(1) are both defined in this way – based upon α and η – we
have immediately that their V–functor components satisfy all the axioms of the
definition of a k–fold monoidal category. At this level of course it is actually a
k–fold monoidal 2–category.
Notice that we have used all the axioms of a k–fold monoidal category. The
external and internal unit conditions imply the unital nature of V–Cat and
the unit axioms for a product of V–categories respectively. The external and
internal associativities give us respectively the V–functoriality of α(1) and the
associativity of the composition morphisms for products of V–categories. This
reflects the dual nature of the latter two axioms that was pointed out in the
braided case. Finally the giant hexagon gives us precisely the V–functoriality
of η(1). Notice also that we have used in each case the instance of the axiom
corresponding to i = 1; j = 2..k. The remaining instances will be used as we
iterate the categorical delooping.
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6 Categories Enriched over V–Cat
Here we generalize the definitions found in the appendix of [12] for a V–2–
category. The main difference is that we are considering V a k–fold monoidal
category rather than symmetric monoidal. I also choose to unpack the definition
in terms of V–functors, which the author of [12] leaves implicit. Recall that the
unit V–category I has only one object 0 and I(0, 0) = I the unit in V .
Definition 11 A (small,strict) V–2–category U consists of
1. A set of objects |U |
2. For each pair of objects A,B ∈ |U | a V–category U(A,B).
Of course then U(A,B) consists of a set of objects (which play the role of
the 1–cells in a 2–category) and for each pair f, g ∈ |U(A,B)| an object
U(A,B)(f, g) ∈ V (which plays the role of the hom–set of 2–cells in a 2–
category.) Thus the vertical composition morphisms of these hom2–objects
are in V:
Mfgh : U(A,B)(g, h)⊗1 U(A,B)(f, g)→ U(A,B)(f, h)
Also, the vertical identity for a 1-cell object a ∈ |U(A,B)| is ja : I →
U(A,B)(a, a). The associativity and the units of vertical composition are
then those given by the respective axioms of enriched categories.
3. For each triple of objects A,B,C ∈ |U | a V–functor
MABC : U(B,C)⊗
(1)
1 U(A,B)→ U(A,C)
Often I repress the subscripts. We denote M(h, f) as hf .
The family of morphisms indexed by pairs of objects (g, f), (g′, f ′) ∈
∣∣
∣U(B,C)⊗(1)1 U(A,B)
∣∣
∣
furnishes the direct analogue of horizontal composition of 2-cells as can be
seen by observing their domain and range in V:
MABC(g,f)(g′ ,f′) : [U(B,C)⊗
(1)
1 U(A,B)]((g, f), (g
′, f ′))→ U(A,C)(gf, g′f ′)
Recall that
[U(B,C)⊗
(1)
1 U(A,B)]((g, f), (g
′, f ′)) = U(B,C)(g, g′)⊗2 U(A,B)(f, f
′).
We can now form the partial functors M(h,−) : U(A,B) → U(A,C)
given by
U(A,B) = I ⊗
(1)
1 U(A,B)
h⊗
(1)
1 1

U(B,C) ⊗
(1)
1 U(A,B)
M

U(A,C)
.
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Where h is here seen as the constant functor.
Then M(h,−)ff ′ is given by
U(A,B)(f, f ′) = I ⊗2 U(A,B)(f, f
′)
jh⊗21

U(B,C)(h, h) ⊗2 U(A,B)(f, f
′)
M(h,f)(h,f′ )

U(A,C)(hf, hf ′)
.
This is the analogue of whiskering on the right. We can heuristically
represent the objects of U(A,B) as arrows in a diagram. The diagram for
M(h,−)ff ′ should be
A
f
&&
f ′
88 B
h // C
The other partial functors are M(−, f) : U(B,C)→ U(A,C) given by
U(B,C) = U(B,C) ⊗
(1)
1 I
1⊗
(1)
1 f

U(B,C) ⊗
(1)
1 U(A,B)
M

U(A,C)
.
Then M(−, f)hh′ is given by
U(B,C)(h, h′) = U(B,C)(h, h′)⊗2 I
1⊗2jf

U(B,C)(h, h′)⊗2 U(A,B)(f, f)
M(h,f)(h′ ,f)

U(A,C)(hf, h′f)
.
This is the analogue of whiskering on the left, as in
A
f // B
h
&&
h′
88 C
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Notice that given any pair of partial functors, they cannot generally be
combined to give a unique full functor since V is not symmetric.
4. For each object A ∈ |U | a V–functor
JA : I → U(A,A)
We denote JA(0) as 1A.
5. (Associativity and unit axioms of a strict V–2–category.) We require the
pentagon and triangles of Definition 2 to commute here as well. Since now
the morphisms are V–functors this amounts to saying that the functors
given by the two legs of a diagram are equal. For objects here we then
have the equalities (fg)h = f(gh) and f1A = f = 1Bf
For the hom–object morphisms we have the following family of commuting
diagrams for associativity, where the first bullet represents
[(U(C,D)⊗
(1)
1 U(B,C)) ⊗
(1)
1 U(A,B)](((f, g), h), ((f
′, g′), h′))
and the reader may fill in the others
•
α2 //
MBCD
(f,g)(f′ ,g′)
⊗21







•
1⊗2MABC
(g,h)(g′ ,h′)
0
00
00
00
00
00
00
•
MABD
(fg,h)(f′g′,h′)
  B
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
B •
MACD
(f,gh)(f′ ,g′h′)
~~||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
•
The heuristic diagram for this commutativity is
A
h
&&
h′
88 B
g
&&
g′
88 C
f
&&
f ′
88 D
Some special cases in this family of commuting diagrams mentioned in
[12] are those described by the following heuristic diagrams.
A
h // B
g
&&
g′
88 C
f // D
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Ah
&&
h′
88 B
g // C
f // D
A
h // B
g
// C
f
&&
f ′
88 D
For the unit morphisms we have that the triangles in the following diagram
commute.
[I ⊗
(1)
1 U(A,B)]((0, f), (0, g))
=
))TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
JB00⊗21

[U(A,B)⊗
(1)
1 I]((f, 0), (g, 0))
1⊗2JA00

=
uujjjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
jj
U(A,B)(f, g)
[U(B,B)⊗
(1)
1 U(A,B)]((1B , f), (1B, g))
MABB(1B,f)(1B,g)jjjj
55jjjjj
[U(A,B)⊗
(1)
1 U(A,A)]((f, 1A), (g, 1A))
MAAB(f,1A)(g,1A)TTTT
iiTTTTT
The heuristic diagrams for this commutativity are
11A

A
1A
&&
1A
88 A
f
&&
g
88 B
=
A
f
&&
g
88 B
=
11B

A
f
&&
g
88 B
1B
&&
1B
88 B
V–functoriality of M and J : First the V–functoriality of M implies that
the following (expanded) diagram commutes
(U(B,C)(k,m) ⊗1 U(B,C)(h, k)) ⊗2 (U(A,B)(g, l)⊗1 U(A,B)(f, g))
Mhkm⊗2Mfgl
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
(U(B,C)(k,m) ⊗2 U(A,B)(g, l))⊗1 (U(B,C)(h, k) ⊗2 U(A,B)(f, g))
MABC(k,g)(m,l)⊗1MABC(h,f)(k,g)

η1,2
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
U(B,C)(h,m) ⊗2 U(A,B)(f, l)
MABC(h,f)(m,l)

U(A,C)(kg,ml)⊗1 U(A,C)(hf, kg)
M(hf)(kg)(ml) // U(A,C)(hf,ml)
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The heuristic diagram is
A
f
g //
l
BBB
h

k //
m
BBC
V–functoriality ofM implies V–functoriality of the partial functorsM(h,−).
Special cases mentioned in [12] include those described by the diagrams
A
f
g //
l
BBB
k // C
and
A
g // B
h

k //
m
BBC.
Secondly the V–functoriality of M implies that the following (expanded) dia-
gram commutes
U(B,C)(g, g)⊗2 U(A,B)(f, f)
MABC(g,f)(g,f)

I
jg⊗2jf
44hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
jgf **VVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VV
U(A,C)(gf, gf)
The heuristic diagram here is
1f

1g

A
f
&&
f
88 B
g
&&
g
88 C
=
1gf

A
gf
&&
gf
88 C
In addition, the V–functoriality of J implies that the following (expanded)
diagram commutes
I(0, 0)
JA00

I
j0
55lllllllllllllllll
j1A ))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
U(A,A)(1A, 1A)
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Which means that
JA00 : I → U(A,A)(1A, 1A) = j1A .
In other words the “horizontal” unit for the object 1A is the same as the “ver-
tical” unit for 1A.
I now describe the (strict) 3–category V–2–Cat (or V–Cat–Cat) whose ob-
jects are (strict, small) V–2–categories. We are guided by the definitions of V–
functor and V–natural transformation as well as by the definitions of 2–functor,
2–natural transformation, and modification.
Definition 12 For two V–2–categories U and W a V–2–functor T : U →W is
a function on objects |U | → |W | and a family of V–functors TUU ′ : U(U,U
′)→
W(TU, TU ′). These latter obey commutativity of the usual diagrams.
1. For U,U ′, U ′′ ∈ |U |
•
MUU′U′′ //
TU′U′′⊗
(1)
1 TUU′

•
TUU′′

•
M(TU)(TU′)(TU′′)
// •
2.
•
TUU

I
JU
88ppppppppppppp
JTU
&&NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NN
•
For objects this means that TU ′U ′′ (f)TUU ′(g) = TUU ′′(fg) and TUU (1U ) = 1TU .
The reader should unpack both diagrams into terms of hom–object morphisms
and V–functoriality. Composition of V–2–functors is just composition of func-
tions and components.
Definition 13 A V–2–natural transformation α : T → S : U → W is a func-
tion sending each U ∈ |U | to a V–functor αU : I →W(TU, SU) in such a way
that we have commutativity of
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I ⊗
(1)
1 U(U,U
′)
αU′⊗
(1)
1 TUU′ //
W(TU ′, SU ′)⊗
(1)
1 W(TU, TU
′)
M
**UUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
U
U(U,U ′)
=
77ooooooooooo
=
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
W(TU, SU ′)
U(U,U ′)⊗
(1)
1 I
SUU′⊗
(1)
1 αU
//
W(SU, SU ′)⊗
(1)
1 W(TU, SU)
M
44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Unpacking this a bit, we see that αU is an object q = αU (0) in the V–category
W(TU, SU) and a morphism αU00 : I →W(TU, SU)(q, q). By the V–functoriality
of αU we see that αU00 = jq. The axiom then states that q
′TUU ′ (f) = SUU ′ (f)q
for all f , and that
M(TU)(TU ′)(SU ′)(q′,T
UU′
(f))(q′ ,T
UU′
(g))
◦(jq′⊗2TUU ′
fg
) =M(TU)(SU)(SU ′)(S
UU′
(f),q)(S
UU′
(g),q)
◦(SUU ′
fg
⊗2jq)
This is directly analogous to the usual definition of 2–natural transformation by
whisker diagrams.
Vertical composition of V–2–natural transformations is as expected. (β ◦
α)U =
I ⊗
(1)
1 I
βU⊗
(1)
1 αU

W(SU,RU)⊗
(1)
1 W(TU, SU)
M

W(TU,RU)
Identity 2–cells for vertical composition are V–2–natural transformations 1T :
T → T where (1T )U = JTU . Left and right whiskering of V–2–functors onto
V–2–natural transformations are given by precisely the same descriptions as in
the low dimensional case, with I replaced by I, etc.
Definition 14 Given two V–2–natural transformations a V–modification be-
tween them µ : θ → φ : T → S : U → W is a function that sends each object
U ∈ |U | to a morphism µU : I →W(TU, SU)(θU (0), φU (0)) in such a way that
the following diagram commutes. (Let θU (0) = q, φU (0) = qˆ, θU ′(0) = q
′ and
φU ′(0) = qˆ′.)
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W(TU ′, SU ′)(q′, qˆ′)⊗2 W(TU, TU
′)(TUU ′ (f), TUU ′(g))
M
++XXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
I ⊗2 U(U,U
′)(f, g)
µU′⊗2TUU′
fg
44hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
W(TU, SU ′)(q′TUU ′(f), qˆ′TUU ′(g))
U(U,U ′)(f, g)
=
=={{{{{{{
= !!D
DD
DD
DD
U(U,U ′)(f, g)⊗2 I
SUU′
fg
⊗2µU
++VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
W(TU, SU ′)(SUU ′ (f)q, SUU ′(g)qˆ)
W(SU, SU ′)(SUU ′ (f), SUU ′ (g))⊗2 W(TU, SU)(q, qˆ)
M
22ffffffffffffffffffff
This is directly analogous to the usual definition of modification described in
section 1. Notice that since θU00 = jθU (0) for all V–2–natural transformations θ
we have that the morphism µU seen as a “family” consisting of a single morphism
(corresponding to 0 ∈ |I|) constitutes a V–natural transformation from θU to
φU . “Vertical” compositions of modifications are given by the compositions of
these underlying V–natural transformations as described in section 1. Thus
identities 1α for this composition are families of V–natural equivalences. Since
αU is a V–functor from I toW(TU, SU) this means specifically that ((1α)U )0 =
jαU (0) = jq.
Theorem 2 V–2–categories, V–2–functors, V–2–natural transformations and
V–modifications form a 3–category called V–2–Cat.
The proof for this is long and tedious or long and interesting, depending on your
point of view. Since I am in the latter camp, the details are spelled out in the
forthcoming [9]. That paper also includes the definitions of V–n–categories and
of the morphisms of V–n–Cat.
For V k–fold monoidal we have demonstrated that V–Cat is (k − 1)–fold
monoidal. It is straightforward to show that this process continues, i.e. that
V–2–Cat is (k − 2)–fold monoidal. We need a unit V–2–category; this is easily
given as I where |I| = {0} and I(0,0) = I. Products of V–2–categories are
given by U ⊗
(2)
i W for i = 1...k − 2. Objects are pairs of objects as usual, and
that there are exactly k− 2 products is seen when the definition of hom–objects
is given. In V–2–Cat,
[U ⊗
(2)
i W ]((U,W ), (U
′,W ′)) = U(U,U ′)⊗
(1)
i+1 W(W,W
′)
Thus we have that
[U ⊗
(2)
i W ]((U,W ), (U
′,W ′))((f, f ′), (g, g′))
= [U(U,U ′)⊗
(1)
i+1 W(W,W
′)]((f, f ′), (g, g′))
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= U(U,U ′)(f, g)⊗i+2 W(W,W
′)(f ′, g′)
Of course we now consider enrichment over V–Cat with composition given by
M and units given by J .
The definitions of α(2)i and η(2)i,j are just as in the lower dimensional case.
For instance, α(2)i will now be a 3–natural transformation, that is, a family of
V–2–functors
α
(2)i
UVW
: (U ⊗
(2)
i V)⊗
(2)
i W → U ⊗
(2)
i (V ⊗
(2)
i W).
To each of these is associated a family of V–functors
α
(2)i
UVW (U,V,W )(U′,V ′,W ′)
= α
(1)i+1
U(U,U ′)V (V,V ′)W(W,W ′)
to each of which is associated a family of hom–object morphisms
α
(2)i
UVW (U,V,W )(U′,V ′,W ′)
(f,g,h)(f′ ,g′,h′)
= αi+2
U (U,U ′)(f,f ′)V(V,V ′)(g,g′)W(W,W ′)(h,h′)
.
Verifications that these define a valid (k − 2)–fold monoidal 3–category all fol-
low just as in the lower dimensional case. The facts about the hom–object
morphisms are shown by previous demonstrations exactly. The facts about the
V–functors are shown in an analogous way, but now using the original k–fold
monoidal category axioms that involve i=2.
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